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Abstract: If multicore is a disruptive technology, try to imagine hybrid multicore
systems enhanced with accelerators! This is happening today as accelerators, in
particular Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), are steadily making their way into
the high performance computing (HPC) world. We highlight the trends leading
to the idea of hybrid manycore/GPU systems, and we present a set of techniques
that can be used to efficiently program them. The presentation is in the context
of Dense Linear Algebra (DLA), a major building block for many scientific com-
puting applications. We motivate the need for new algorithms that would split the
computation in a way that would fully exploit the power that each of the hybrid
components offers. As the area of hybrid multicore/GPU computing is still in its
infancy, we also argue for its importance in view of what future architectures may
look like. We therefore envision the need for a DLA library similar to LAPACK
but for hybrid manycore/GPU systems. We illustrate the main ideas with an LU-
factorization algorithm where particular techniques are used to reduce the amount
of pivoting, resulting in an algorithm achieving up to 388 GFlop/s for single and
up to 99.4 GFlop/s for double precision factorization on a hybrid Intel Xeon (2x4
cores @ 2.33 GHz) – NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 ∗ (240 cores @ 1.30 GHz) system.

Keywords: hybrid computing, dense linear algebra, parallel algorithms, LU fac-
torization, multicore processors, graphic process units, accelerators.

1. Introduction
Computing technology is currently undergoing a transition driven by power

and performance limitations that provide more and more on-die x86 cores
each year. The current standard is quad core chips and the development
roadmap indicates that 8, 16, 32 core chips will follow in the coming years.
There is now widespread recognition that performance improvement on CPU-
based systems in the near future will come from the use of multicore plat-
forms.

But multicore architectures are not the only proposed way forward. IBM,
for example, introduced its own heterogeneous multicore architecture, the
CELL Broadband Engine. Other innovative solutions proposed include GPUs,
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FPGAs, and ASICs. GPUs stand out in a unique way from all these innova-
tive solutions because they are produced as commodity processors and their
floating point performance has significantly outpaced that of CPUs in recent
years (see Figure 1). Moreover GPUs have become easier to program, which
allows developers to effectively exploit their computational power, as is evi-
dent for example in NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
[29]. Joining the hybrid architectures trend, Intel recently announced its
plans for a graphics accelerated chip, Larrabee, a hybrid between multicore
CPU and a GPU [24].

Figure 1. Peak measured performances of matrix-matrix mul-
tiplications on current multicore (from Intel) and GPU (from
NVIDIA) architectures.

The problems and the challenges for developers in the new computational
landscape are daunting. Many familiar and widely used algorithms and li-
braries will become obsolete and would have to be rethought and rewritten
in order to take advantage of the new architectures. In many cases, the opti-
mal solution may well be a hybrid solution combining the strengths of each
platform. The ultimate goal of our work in this area is to achieve exactly
that, namely to design linear algebra algorithms and frameworks for hybrid
multi/manycores and GPUs systems that would exploit the power that each
of them offers.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview
on the GPUs used for HPC, their evolution and future trends, along with
their current use for DLA. In Section 4.1, we concentrate on programming
concepts for DLA on hybrid multicore/GPU systems. Then Section 4 gives
an example of application, which further illustrates the concept of hybrid
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multicore/GPU computing for DLA. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions and
future directions.

2. GPUs for HPC
Driven by the demands of the game industry, graphics hardware has sub-

stantially evolved over the years to include both more functionality and pro-
grammability. This, combined with the graphics cards’ impressive floating-
point performance, have enabled and motivated their use in applications well
beyond graphics. In this section, we give an overview of the GPUs evolution
over the years along with future trends, and use in the area of dense linear
algebra.

2.1. GPU Evolution and Future Trends. The game industry, and the
large market that it enjoys, have pushed the GPUs over the years in excelling
in graphics rendering. Graphics rendering can be described as an ordered
sequence of graphics operations that are performed in a pipelined fashion,
starting from a complex scene model until a final image is produced. In
real-time rendering this pipelined computation has to be done fast over and
over again. The limit for example is about 60 frames per second (fps) as
rates above that are indistinguishable for the human eye, but for smooth
movement about 30 is enough (e.g. TV has a refresh rate of 30 fps). It is
clear that this type of computation

(1) Requires an enormous computational power;
(2) Allows for high parallelism, and
(3) Stresses more on high bandwidth than low latency, as latency require-

ments can be compensated for by the deep graphics pipeline.

These three computational characteristics have marked the GPU evolution
over the years, as described below. Moreover, as it is obvious that this
pattern of computation is common with many other applications, GPUs’
evolution has benefited a large number of applications, turning it into a
General Purpose GPU (GPGPU), as often referred to in the literature.

Old graphics cards had a fixed function graphics pipeline, meaning that
the operations and the sequence in which they were applied over the stream
of data were configured on a very low level and were practically impossible
to change by software developers. In August 1999, NVIDIA released the
GeForce 256 card, which allowed a certain degree of programmability of its
pipeline. In February 2001, NVIDIA released the GeForce 3 GPU, which is
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considered to be the first fully programmable GPU. Here fully programmable
means that developers were able to provide their own transformations and
lightning operations (vertex shaders) to be performed on vertices and their
own pixel shaders to determine the final pixels color. Both the vertex and
pixel shaders can be thought of as small programs which, when enabled, re-
place the corresponding fixed function pipeline. The programs are executed
for every vertex/pixel and can change their attributes. Originally the ver-
tex and pixel shaders had to be written in assembly language, but as the
constantly increasing functionality provided by the graphics cards allowed
more complex shaders to be written, higher level programming languages
were developed, e.g. the High-Level Shading Language (HLSL), NVIDIA’s
Cg, etc. Moreover, as the GPUs seemed to be developing into more and
more powerful programmable stream processors [22, chapter 29] (where the
graphics data can be represented as streams and the shaders as kernels ap-
plied to each element of those streams), other high level languages emerged
that concentrated on supporting a general purpose streaming programming
model, and thus removing the need to know graphics in order to use GPUs
for general purpose computations. Examples are the Brook [3] and Sh [15]
languages along with their commercialized generalizations correspondingly
in PeakStream and RapidMind.

Currently, GPU improvements continue, due to ever increasing computa-
tional requirements. Additionally, as better games mean not only faster but
also more realistic graphics, or in other words more accurate and com-
plex physics simulations, the requirements for improving GPUs’ arithmetic
precision has also been high. This need for more and more computational
power, accuracy, and ability to implement complex simulations has pushed
the GPUs development for higher speed, higher precision arithmetic, and
more programmability to the point where current GPUs have reached a the-
oretical peak performance of 1 Tflop/s in single precision, support fully the
IEEE double precision arithmetic standard [16], and have a programming
model (e.g. see CUDA [17]) that according to some opinions may even revive
the quest for a free lunch [12]. And indeed, CUDA, as an architecture and
programming language, is not only easier to use but also have added and
exposed to the user more hardware resources than what other languages,
previous generations cards and even current NVIDIA competitors offer (like
AMD). For example, CUDA extends the previous vision that GPUs are going
to evolve towards more powerful stream processors [22], by providing not only
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the data parallelism inherent for stream processors, but also multithreading
parallelism. CUDA provides also multiple levels of memory hierarchy, sup-
port for pointers, asynchronicity, etc [17]. These features have cemented even
further the important role of GPUs in today’s general purpose computing,
and HPC use in accelerating real applications [19, 28, 29]. With the intro-
duction of CUDA, software developers do not have to know about graphics
in order to use GPUs for general purpose computing. As CUDA numerical
libraries become rapidly available (e.g. CUDA FFT and BLAS libraries are
included in the CUDA Toolkit) user may not even have to learn CUDA to
benefit from the GPUs.

But as GPUs have moved “closer” to CPUs in terms of functionality and
programmability, CPUs have also acquired functionality similar to the one
in GPUs. For example Intel’s SSE and PowerPC’s AltiVec instructions offer
a vector programming model similar to GPUs’ (see the argument in [27] that
modern GPUs should be viewed as multithreaded multicore vector units).
Moreover, there are the AMD Fusion plans to integrate a CPU and GPU
on a single chip, and other hybrids between multicore x86 and a GPU, as in
Intel’s recent announcement about the Larrabee system [24]. These trends,
especially in view of the GPU’s success in entering the general purpose com-
puting market, will unquestionably stir contentions with CPU manufactur-
ers, and add to the uncertainty to what the future architectures would look
like. As of now it is not clear what part of a future computer can provide
the crucial GPU functionality, or even if an increasingly important GPU
with parallel computing capabilities could be part of a CPU [18]. It is clear
though that future architectures will continue featuring hybrid designs where
software designers would have to explore and use in their software both GPU
and CPU features in order to fully exploit the underlying architectures.

More on the subject can be found e.g in [18].

2.2. GPUs for DLA. Due to the high ratio of floating point calculations
to data required, many DLA algorithms have been of very high performance
(e.g. close to the machine’s peak) on standard CPU architectures. Therefore,
although there has been some work in the field, special purpose architectures
like GPUs, or even reconfigurable architectures like FPGAs, have not been
able to significantly accelerate them up until recently. For example Fata-
halian et al. [9] study SGEMM using shaders and their conclusion is that
CPU implementations outperform most GPU implementations, and only the
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ATI X800XT produced comparable results (close to 12 GFlop/s) with a 3GHz
Pentium 4. Similar results were produced by Galoppo et al [10] on LU fac-
torization. Their results were in general outperformed by LAPACK routines
using ATLAS on 3.4GHz Pentium IV. Again using shaders their best result
on LU with partial pivoting was approximately 5.7 GFlop/s on an NVIDIA
7800.

But this has changed as CPUs move to multi/manycores with an expo-
nentially growing gap between processor speed and memory (and bandwidth
shared between cores), while GPUs have consistently outpaced them in both
performance, which has been approximately doubling every year vs every year
and a half for CPUs, and bandwidth/throughput (relying on deep pipeline,
and sacrificing latency, as discussed in Subsection 2.1). A simple illustration
of this fact can be seen on Figure 1 where we give the matrix-matrix multi-
plication performances of two modern multicore processors and two GPUs.
Note that in single precision the GTX 280 is about an order of magnitude
faster than a quad core processor (2.33 GHz) and still 75 GFlop/s faster even
then a quad-socket quad-core Intel Xeon Tigerton processor (running at 2.4
GHz). In double precision the difference is not that distinct yet but still the
GTX 280, being just the first card to support double precision arithmetic,
outperforms a single quad-core (2.33 GHz) about 3 times.

The first CUDA GPU results that significantly outperformed standard
CPUs on single precision DLA started appearing at the beginning of 2008.
To mention a few, in January, a poster by V. Volkov and J. Demmel [26]
describes an SGEMM kernel (along with others) that significantly outper-
formed the one released by NVIDIA in the CUBLAS library (125 GFlop/s
in CUBLAS vs more than 180 GFlop/s in their implementation in single
precision). Moreover, the improved kernels were used in developing an LU
factorization running at up to 140 GFlop/s. In March, S. Tomov [25] pre-
sented at PPSC08 a Cholesky factorization running at up to 160 GFlop/s
in single precision using Volkov’s sgemm kernel (later described in LAPACK
Working Note 200 [2]). In May, V. Volkov and J. Demmel [27] described
LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations running at up to 180 GFlop/s in single
precision (with QR a little bit more). The first results on a pre-released next
generation G90 NVIDIA card were presented at UGC2008 in May, where
Dongarra et al. [7] reported Cholesky running at up to 327 GFlop/s in single
precision. Using again the newest generation card, in this paper, we describe
an LU algorithm running at up to 331 GFlop/s in single precision and 70
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Gflop/s in double precision when using a single core of the host CPU (and
up to correspondingly 388 and 99.4 GFlop/s when using the entire host, a
Intel Xeon 2 x 4 Cores @ 2.33 GHz).

The first results just described, formed the general understanding on how
to program DLA using CUDA. Namely, there are three main ideas that define
the approach:

(1) Use BLAS level parallelism, where the matrix resides on the GPU, and
the CPU is running for example LAPACK style code, e.g. represented
as a sequence of CUBLAS kernels, using the GPU pointer arithmetic;

(2) Offload small kernels, inefficient for the GPU to the CPU;
(3) Use asynchronicity between CPU and GPU whenever possible in the

offload/load process.

This is illustrated for Cholesky factorization (so called left-looking version)
on Figure 2 (the case reported in [7]). The matrix to be factorized is allo-
cated on the GPU memory and the code is as in LAPACK with BLAS calls
replaced by CUBLAS, which represents the first idea from the list above.
As steps two and three of the algorithm are independent, and the Cholesky
factorization of B would have been inefficient for the GPU (small problem of
size 128 x 128 for example, i.e. cannot have enough parallelism to utilize 240
cores GPU), B is offloaded and factorized on the GPU, which illustrates the
second idea. Finally, steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm are done in parallel as
calls to CUDA are asynchronous, namely as the CPU calls cublasSgemm the
execution continues, i.e. to SPOTRF, without waiting for the completion
of cublasSgemm, which illustrates the third idea. In addition to overlap-
ping just the computation, for cards that support it, sending B to the CPU
and moving the result back could be overlapped with the GPU computa-
tion (of cublasSgemm in this case) when asynchronous copy calls are used.
Note the ease of programming this algorithm while achieving an impressive
performance.

As a final remark in this section, we would like to point out that as DLA
can still be efficiently implemented for multi/manycores it becomes increas-
ingly interesting on using multi/manycores along with accelerators, where
the algorithms are split and mapped between the two architectures in a way
that better fits architectural with algorithmical requirements [7].
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Figure 2. Left Looking Cholesky factorization: implementation
(Left) and performance running the algorithm on an NVIDIA
T10P and NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600 (Right) in single precision
arithmetic.

3. DLA for Hybrid Multicore/GPU Systems
No matter if designing DLA algorithms for multicores or GPUs, the re-

quirements for efficient execution are the same, namely algorithms should be
not only of high parallelism but also of high enough ratio of floating
point calculations to data required to mask slow memory speeds. When
we combine the two architectures, algorithms should in addition be properly
split between the two, namely there should be load balancing throughout
the execution, and a mapping of the computation in which the strengths of
each platform are properly matched to the requirements of the algorithm.
As these are complicated issues and there is no single solution for them we
briefly outline below some of the main efforts in the area.

A way to provide algorithms of high parallelism is to split the com-
putation in tasks and dependencies among them, leading for example to the
concept of representing algorithms as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) where
the nodes represent the sub-tasks and the edges the dependencies (described
in Section 3.1). In Section 3.2 we present how to apply the algorithms as
DAGs concept to hybrid systems.

Designing algorithms of higher ratio of floating point calculations
to data required is a subject of current research in the field of DLA. A
classical example is the transition from algorithms based on optimized Level
1 BLAS (from the LINPACK and EISPACK libraries) to reorganized DLA
algorithms that use block matrix operations in their innermost loops, which
actually formed LAPACK’s design philosophy. Current examples include
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work on LU and QR factorizations, in particular in the so called tiled [4]
and communication avoiding [11] algorithms. The LU algorithm described
in Section 4 is yet another example.

Splitting algorithms into tasks, either within a single or hybrid architec-
ture, raises also the question of properly scheduling those tasks for execution.
The order is not important for correctness, as long as dependencies are not
violated, but the benefits for performance can be significant as proper sched-
uling can ensure more asynchronicity and hiding/overlapping less efficient
tasks with efficient ones. This is discussed more in Section 3.3.

3.1. Algorithms as DAGs. As architectures evolved from sequential to
ones requiring more and more parallelism, e.g. multicores, it became evi-
dent that a fundamental concept in programming those new architectures
will be a flexible control over the data and program execution flow schedul-
ing. Instrumental in developing it is for example the concept of representing
algorithms and their execution flows as DAGs, where, as already mentioned,
nodes represent the sub-tasks and the edges the dependencies among them.
Figure 3 gives a typical example of how a DLA algorithm may look like when
represented as a DAG. The nodes in red in this case represent the sequential
part of the algorithm and the ones in green the tasks that can be done in
parallel. Ideally the scheduling should be asynchronous and dynamic, so that
the tasks in red are overlapped, without violating any dependencies, with the
tasks in green. This can be done for example by defining a “critical path”,
that is the most time-consuming sequence of basic operations that must be
carried out sequentially even allowing for all possible parallelism, and sched-
uling for execution the tasks from the critical path as soon as possible (i.e.
when all dependencies have been computed).

We used the concept of representing algorithms and their execution flows
as DAGs in the context of developing DLA for multicores [5].

3.2. DAGs for Hybrid Systems. The need for flexible control over the
data and program execution flow scheduling for hybrid multicore/GPU sys-
tems is even higher than the one for multicore taken alone. Similarly to
multicore, we can apply the DAGs concept to the hybrid case. One of the
differences is the task granularity. For multicore, for example, small tasks
worked well, in the so called tiled algorithms for multicore [4]. Here, as the
GPU task would be one GPU kernel invocation (with number of cores 120
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Figure 3. Algorithms as DAGs.

and higher per GPU, e.g. 240 in the GTX 280) we need the GPU tasks to be
larger than in the multicore case, as shown on Figure 3, Right. Tasks from
the critical path can be smaller and in general executed on the GPU’s host.

3.3. Scheduling Tasks. The tasks scheduling is of crucial importance for
the efficient execution of an algorithm. Proper scheduling, for example sched-
uling tasks from the critical path to be executed as soon as possible, results in
techniques that have been used in the past. In particular these are the “look-
ahead” techniques that have been extensively applied to the LU factorization.
Such methods can be used to remedy the problem of synchronizations intro-
duced by non-parallelizable tasks by overlapping their execution with the
execution of more efficient ones [8]. It has been applied also in the context of
GPUs in [27] as well as here. Illustration is given on Figure 3, Right, where
for example if we overlap the execution of the 2 circled tasks on the critical
path (by the host), with the execution of the green tasks circled and marked
GPU (by the GPU), we get a hybrid version of the look-ahead technique.

4. An Example of DLA Algorithms for Hybrid Systems
To further motivate and illustrate the main ideas on the hybrid multi-

core/GPU approach for DLA, we give an example of algorithm for hybrid
systems along with its performance results.

4.1. An LU Factorization Design for Hybrid Multicore/GPU Sys-
tems. We consider a right looking block LU factorization and design an
algorithm for hybrid multicore/GPU systems. The approach is based on
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splitting the computation as shown on Figure 4. The numbers are under the
assumption that the host has 8 cores, which is the case for our test system.
Having an N×N matrix, the splitting is such that the first N−7nb columns

Figure 4. Load splitting for a hybrid LU factorization.

reside on the GPU memory and the last 7nb on the host where nb is certain
block size. One of the host cores and the GPU factor the first N − 7nb
columns of the matrix in the following way:

(1) Current panel is downloaded to the CPU. For example the dark blue
part of the matrix of NB columns, where NB is certain block size, is
the panel for the first iteration.

(2) The panel is factored on the CPU and the result is sent back to the
GPU to update the trailing submatrix (colored in red for the first
iteration).

(3) The GPU first updates the first block column of the trailing matrix
so that the CPU that processes the panels can proceed while the
GPU updates the rest of the matrix (note that this is the look-ahead
technique described in Section 3.3).

(4) The rest of the host cores (7 in this case) update the last 7nb columns
(one core per block of nb columns).

(5) When the 1 Core- 1 GPU system finishes the factorization there is
a synchronization with the other 7 cores, so that when they both
finish their factorization/updates, a 1 Core- 1 GPU system finishes
the factorization of the trailing 7bn× 7nb matrix.
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This algorithm is general enough to be applicable to many forms of LU fac-
torizations, where the distinction can be made based on the form of pivoting
that they employ.

4.2. The issue of pivoting in LU factorizations. Pivoting is a well-
known technique to ensure stability in matrix algorithms. In particular, the
commonly used method of Gaussian elimination (GE) with partial pivoting
(PP) is implemented in current linear algebra libraries for solving square
linear systems Ax = b resulting in very stable algorithms. In the LAPACK [1]
implementation of GE, during pivoting rows are swapped at once, which
inhibits the exploitation of more asynchronicity between block operations.

In a recent paper, [11] describes a pivoting strategy that minimizes the
number of messages exchanged during the panel factorization and shows that
this approach is stable in practice. For multicore, pairwise pivoting (PwP) is
often considered (e.g in [4]) but this generates a significant overhead since the
rows are swapped in pairs of blocks. Still for multithreaded architectures, [23]
describes an algorithm by blocks for LU factorization that uses a pivoting
technique referred to as incremental pivoting based on principles used for
out-of-core solvers.

For implementation of PP LU on GPUs, [27] designs an algorithm using in-
novative data structures where for example storing the matrix in row-major
layout helps in reducing the pivoting overhead from 56% of the total fac-
torization time to 1 − 10% (depending on the machine and on the problem
size).

In the following, we show the performance of our hybrid design using an
extension of the technique proposed in [2]. Briefly, the approach in [2] follows
the idea of [20, 21] to transform the original matrix into a matrix that would
be sufficiently “random” so that, with probability close to 1, pivoting is not
needed. These transformations are in general chosen as unitary because they
are numerically stable and they keep the condition number of the matrix
unchanged (when using the 2-norm). The random transformation proposed
in [21] is based on the Discrete Fourier Transform and the transformation
proposed in [20] is referred to as Random Butterfly Transformation (RBT)
which consists of preconditioning a given matrix using particular random
matrices referred to as butterfly matrices or products of them. We will refer
to the resulting method as RBT NP LU. The easiest way to think of the
method is as performing LU with no pivoting (NP) on a preconditioned
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matrix, where the cost of preconditioning is negligible compared to the cost
of the factorization itself.

Similarly to the Cholesky factorization, where no pivoting is required for
symmetric and positive definite matrices, the NP LU can be of direct use for
diagonally dominant matrices as this case does not require pivoting. For gen-
eral matrices, the RBT transformation helps but in general the accuracy is
reduced and requires to add iterative refinement in the working precision (see
[2] where solutions of linear systems using PP LU, RBT NP LU and QR are
compared for some matrices from Higham’s collection [13]). Another tech-
nique to improve the stability is to add “limited” pivoting (LP), e.g within
the block size or more. In Figure 5, we compare for different matrix sizes
the error in the LU factorization obtained when we do partial pivoting (PP

Figure 5. Accuracy of double precision LU factorizations on
matrices of N(0, 1) distribution.

LU), pairwise pivoting (PwP LU), limited pivoting (LP LU) and no pivoting
at all (NP LU). For NP LU, we plot, for each matrix size, the maximum
and minimum values for the norm of the residual for LU obtained for a sam-
ple of matrices. PP LU and PwP LU correspond to the LU factorization
as it is implemented respectively in LAPACK and a preliminary version in
PLASMA [4]. The accuracy of LP LU is computed when pivoting within the
first NB rows and within the first NB + 64 rows of the panel (or less if this
exceeds the rows in the panel). NP LU(NB + invert) corresponds to the case
where we pivot within the first NB rows; the obtained L factor is explicitly
inverted and the inverse is used in updating the trailing sub-matrix on the
right of the current block. Note that the computational cost of adding limited
pivoting is affordable because it does not change the Level 3 BLAS nature of
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the current implementation (performance results are given in the next sec-
tion). More theoretical work is required to verify/prove that the proposed
combination of a global ’preconditioner’ (in this case the RBT transforma-
tion) and local/limited pivoting can lead to optimally reduced amount of
pivoting while still preserving the accuracy of standard algorithms like the
PP LU.

4.3. Performance and Numerical Results. Here we give the performance
of our implementation of the RBT NP/LP LU algorithms and put it in the
context of other LU factorizations and their performances on current systems.
The parameters nb and NB have to be set so that there is load balance. For
this particular algorithm the work done by the core processing the panels is
proportional to the work for the other cores so we take nb = NB. Figure

Figure 6. Performance for the RBT LU algorithm on a hybrid
Intel Xeon (2 × 4 @ 2.33 GHz) – GeForce GTX 280 (240 @ 1.30
GHz) for correspondingly single (Left) and double (Right) preci-
sion arithmetic.

6 shows the performance results. On the Left we have the performance
for single precision arithmetic and on the right for double precision. The
experiments are done on a hybrid Intel Xeon Harpertown processor (dual
socked quad-core at 2.33 GHz) and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 (240 Cores
at 1.30 GHz). The algorithm denoted by ’RBT LP LU’ is performing local
pivoting within the block size and uses explicitly inverted lower triangular
matrices resulting from the panel factorization to update the trailing matrix
(as suggested in [27] for performance reasons). All the pivoting is done on
the CPU. The pivoting and the following update on the submatrix on the
right of the diagonal is replaced by flipping the corresponding rows of the
explicitly inverted lower triangular matrix from the panel factorization (done
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on the CPU) and multiplying it by rectangular submatrix on the right of the
current block. Note that the RBT LP LU is in general faster as well as more
stable (see Figure 5) than the RBT NP LU.

Not just for the purpose of comparison, but more in order to put these
results in the context of state-of-the-art results for homogenous multicore
architectures, we have included also results from the pairwise pivoting LU
from the PLASMA project for two multicore systems. Namely the GPU’s
host (Intel Xeon Harpertown) and an Intel Xeon Tigerton featuring quad-
socket quad-cores at 2.4 GHz. Note that these are the same systems that
we used to compare GEMM operations on Figure 1. In single precision we
also compared the new algorithm with the best known so far 1 Core - 1 GPU
code from V. Volkov.

Compared to V. Volkov’s single precision PP LU our RBT NP LU code runs
from 12% (for large matrices) to 26% (for small matrices) faster on 1 Core -
1 GPU system. In the context of just multicores, the hybrid implementation
outperforms significantly even a 4 (socket) quad-cores system like the Intel’s
Tigerton (at 2.4GHz).

As already mentioned, one of the techniques to improve the method’s ac-
curacy is adding limited pivoting. The other technique to improve on the
accuracy is to add iterative refinement in fixed precision. The cost of adding
it can also be reduced by having explicitly available triangular matrix inverses
that are byproduct of the factorization. For example, we developed blocked
CUDA STRSV-like and DTRSV-like routines that replace triangular solves
(within the block) with matrix multiplication to get a performance of cor-
respondingly up to 14 GFlop/s (for matrix of size 14, 000) and 6.7 GFlop/s
(for matrix of size 7, 000). Note that just using cublasStrsm or cublasDtrsm
the performance would be correspondingly 0.24 GFlop/s and 0.09 GFlop/s,
which will result in iterating cost that is higher than negligible compared
to the factorization (cublasStrsv and cublasDtrsv are about 5 times faster
but the matrix size should not exceed correspondingly 4070 and 2040). We
note that these routines can be used for mixed-precision iterative refinement
solvers [6, 14] as well, where iterating on the GPU would have negligible cost
compared to the factorization itself.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
GPUs have already evolved and quickly pass the point where many real

world applications not only can be easily implemented for GPUs but also to
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significantly outperform current multicore systems. Still, there are applica-
tions – or at least parts of them – that do not map well to the GPU archi-
tecture, and would benefit much more of a hybrid architecture. We demon-
strated that this is the case for DLA where the computation can be split in a
way that would better exploit the power that each of the hybrid components
offer. We made an overview describing this move to hybrid architectures,
where major CPU manufactures start to include more GPU functionality in
their designs, and where GPU manufacturers more CPU functionality. It’s
clear that both functionalities are needed, but it is not clear if any of them,
and if yes, which one, could absorb the other. It is clear though that future
architectures will continue featuring hybrid designs where software designers
would need to explore and use in their software both GPU and CPU features
in order to fully exploit the underlying architectures. Therefore, we envision
that future commodity architectures would be hybrid systems that incorpo-
rate both GPU and CPU functionalities. Furthermore, as GPUs are getting
more and more widely used in HPC the need for DLA for hybrid systems
would grow. As DLA software development for multi/manycores, GPUs, as
well as hybrids is still in its infancy, the area is wide open. This paper is just
a first step in describing and giving a motivating example for the benefits
of hybrid systems, motivating further work towards creating a self contained
DLA library similar to LAPACK but for hybrid manycore/GPU systems.
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